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Overview
• In this slide set we will learn how to enter
the Planner sheet and how to change
values in the plan.
• Also we will learn how to access the Fuel
Planner and W&B page which are a subeditors of the Planner sheet.
• The Planner Sheet is not available on the
iPhone due to screen size constraints
To get to the planner sheet either tap on Planner in the Tools
menu or tap on Plan Sheet on the Segments display

Accessing the Planner Sheet
HINT: To start a plan use
the QuickPlanner or tap
on an AD and then select
‘Set AD As Origin of Plan’.
You can’t set the initial
waypoint for a plan inside
the Planner Sheet.

To get to the planner sheet either tap on Planner button or tap
on Plan Sheet on the Segments display
NB: The planner feature only available on the iPad due to screen real estate issues3

Planner Layout
Tapping on this field allows you to
set the starting fuel
Tapping on this field allows you to
change the departure time

These four columns may be swapped by using
‘Time Centric View’ under Settings->Preferences

Planner Layout

In portrait mode (left) the two right columns are either Fuel Remaining (FR)
and Fuel Available or ATA/REV. This option is set in Settings->Preferences>Time Centric View. For the Fuel Available column the heading (FA) is
replaced with a number field which is the fuel on available on takeoff. Tap
this to change. This column will also turn blue (indicating user entry
possible) at any waypoints at which you land. Enter the amount of fuel that
you wish to depart with and the fuel planner will calculate the refuel amount
required. You can access the fuel planner page to look in more detail.
In landscape mode we add three more columns so you can see all
columns. The notes section for the first waypoint in the plan mirrors the
larger ‘Notes’ section. The other legs have a small entry area for
frequencies, runways, etc.

Data Entry

Tapping on a waypoint makes that
waypoint a stopover (sets stop over time to
30 minutes) and turns waypoint name
green. Turning off Refuel Quick entry in
Settings/Preferences will provide a popup
with more detail.
You can set the stopover time manually in
the planner popup by tapping on the
segment and scrolling to the required
position. (see next few pages)

Tap on others fields to set values
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Data Entry
• Data for individual segments may be set in
one of two ways.
• If ‘Refuel Quick Entry’ is set in the
Settings->Preferences page you have to
exit the Planner Page and enter the values
in the planner popup
• The next few pages show this sequence

Detailed Segment Data Entry

Tap on Exit to exit the Planner Sheet

Detailed Segment Data

Tapping on the
Plan button
brings up the
current plan

Then if you
tap on a
segment or
leg the info for
that leg will
popup. You
can also set
info for the leg
such as POB,
Loiter,
Stopover time.
Scroll to the
bottom to see
all info.

Then tap ‘Plan Sheet’ to re-enter the Planner

Data Entry
• If ‘Refuel Quick Entry’ is NOT set in the
Settings->Preferences page you lose the
ability for one touch toggling of landing
points but you do get an in page popup of
the segment details

Data Entry (No Refuel Quick Entry)
Segment data shaded in blue may
be editted in this popup if ‘Refuel
Quick Entry’ is turned off.

Adding/Deleting Waypoints
• This may be accomplished in the following
manner.

Edit Mode
To add or delete waypoints tap on
Edit button to enter Planner Edit
Mode.
When you are finished tap on Done.

HINT: To start a plan use
the QuickPlanner or tap
on an AD and then select
‘Set AD As Origin of Plan’.
You can’t set the initial
waypoint for a plan inside
the Planner Sheet.
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Add Waypoint
First tap on Edit

Then tap on the desired waypoint type or
type the waypoint code in the search box

Tap on + sign where you want a waypoint added
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Add Waypoint

A list of waypoints (here
ADs) approximately
midway between the two
existing waypoints will be
displayed. Tap on the
desired waypoint (here
YREN).

YREN appears
between YMIA and
YPPF.

Tap on edit to return to
the planner screen
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Delete Waypoint
Tap on red – sign (sign goes
vertical), then tap on red Delete
button
RESULT
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Auxilliary Planning Information
• Once a plan is entered you can add/view a
number of additional screens with planning
related information
• These are
– Wind
– Fuel
– Weight and Balance
– Optimise segment altitudes for time or fuel

WINDS

Tap on the flag icon then tap ‘Fetch’ to get winds
or ‘Reset’ to set winds to 0/0.
Tap ‘Cancel’ to cancel (no kidding!).

WINDS
When all the winds for all segment have been fetched
correctly the ‘WIND’ title has a green background

When the winds for a segment have been fetched the
little cloud icon appears as shown

Optimizer
The Optimiser may be used to automatically or
manually select the segment altitudes.
First tap on the Optimise button.
A menu pops up and you have the option of
selecting optimisation by time or fuel (or
cancelling).
In addition, you can tap the Detail button to
examine the results and modify results if you so
desire.

Optimizer
Here are some results for the plan and the
current winds.
If there is an LSALT set, the altitudes below the
LSALT will be grayed out and not selectable.

Optimiser

Here is the result of the optimiser for the first segment YWVA->YBTH->YGTH->YMIA
Note the wind vectors correspond to the altitudes chosen. Climbs are taken into
account, so on the YGTH->YMIA section, the tail wind at 8500’ makes it worthwhile to
climb to that altitude.

Tap Fuel for this page

Fuel Planner
Tap here to ‘auto-fill’ your tank at each fuel stop

Tap here to print the fuel plan
(Tap Plan to get back to the Planner
Page)

A maximum of five segments or legs can
be shown in the fuel view at one time.
Arrows will appear (when you exceed five
segments in a plan) at the top to advance
(or retard) the segments so you can step
through a plan with more than five
segments.

Fields that can be changed are coloured blue,
these include taxi, holding and loiter times. You
can also set the refuel amount if you choose no to
use the auto refuel button.
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Fuel Planner
As with other menus you can edit the blue shaded
boxes.
The Alternate may be set by tapping on the time or
fuel column.
If you tap on the time column, you can enter a time
or an AD (say YORG) for instance. When you
specify an AD, the time and fuel are calculated.
If you choose fuel to set, then the time is
calculated.
Loiter is set on a waypoint to waypoint basis in the
popup planner. This is because this view is takeoff
to landing only.
A red Fuel Margin is noted as the Fuel Rem. of 71
litres is just under the reserve of 12+60 = 72 litres.

Refuel Amt. may be added manually
here

Holding is entered in minutes and Taxi is entered in
litres.

W&B
Tapping the W&B button brings up the weight and
balance window (if you have set it up for the
aircraft).
The aircraft load for each segment may be set
here.
Initially, the default values as defined in the aircraft
W&B profile are assigned to each station.
You can modify these to suit the actual load for the
segment.

